Project name: Evaluating the effectiveness of Long-Term Integrated
Research and Conservation Education Program, Azerbaijan
Progress Report

This progress report reflects achievements made during the two months of project
implementation. The report presents the findings of the first phase of the evaluation process
that included select evaluation method, design evaluation tools and collect data.
This project is being carried out by scientists from Institute of Botany of Azerbaijan, Azerbaijan
National Academy of Sciences and specialists in Geographic Information Systems and Remote
Sensing.
Project Leader: Yelena M. Gambarova
With funding from 2-nd Booster Grant (Rufford Small Grant For Nature Conservation (2018Azerbaijani scientists continue a project on increasing capacity for biodiversity conservation in
Gobustan, Azerbaijan.

Project objective
The overarching Project goal is to assess the effectiveness of conservation education workshops
on Azerbaijani students’ knowledge about rare vegetation distribution and skills on monitoring
of threats to rare vegetation within the “buffer zones” (areas between Industry Zone and nonindustrial protected area), environmental affect, and responsible environmental behaviour.
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Development of Tests/ Questionnaires
The student questionnaire which designed to measure the intended outcomes of the
conservation education program grouped into four categories:
Category: 1 Environmental Attitudes
Category: 2 Rare Vegetation Knowledge Test (Competency test used in writing to test
principles, facts and other knowledge-based objectives)
Category: 3 GIS and Remote Sensing Test / Geographic Information Systems (GIS): Knowledge
Base - Remote Sensing Exercises (Demonstrations of skills are particularly useful for evaluating
technical skills.
Category: 4 Environmental Behaviours. Measuring Behaviour Changes (one year after the
training)

Environmental Attitudes

Rare Vegetation Knowledge Test
Students’ knowledge about and attitudes towards rare vegetation have been assessed through
making use of “Rare Vegetation Knowledge Test” consisting of 10 multiple-choice items with
three-four options (Multiple-choice questions ask respondents to select among several possible
answers). These tests assessed rare vegetation knowledge and will asked respondents to
identify rare plant species.

GIS and Remote Sensing Test
In order to examine how the students demonstrate their knowledge about application of GIS
and Remote Sensing technologies in environment protection “Special Topic Questionnaire” and
“Remote Sensing Exercises” have been developed. Performing these exercises, students will
demonstrate their knowledge in the identification of the "buffer zones".

Environmental Behaviours. Measuring Behaviour Changes (1.5 year after the
training)
The next step is "Assessment of students’ behavior change" (Level 3 Kirkpatrick Model).
It may take one-two years for participant behaviors to change as a result of an education
program. Given this, discerning whether or not behavior change occurs requires long-term
study.

